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IHEBATES STUDENT 
xy Forms Group 
foDiscussHonorsDayj 
Phillips is sci up a student committee to look i 
I i improving the honors day  program. 
into 
jjight Change 
L ty Discussed 
P incre^ing the num- 
|.4«**'~ ner month for club 
' "  „.the   agenda   for 
if- 
■sideraiw 
.r   Activities 
by     the 
Com- 
10*. chaii man    of    the 
,,   ,,u.   STUDENT 
^     0thet matters  arising 
"""Uit activities   report 
in   consideration 
V ■ no   Jefinite 
.vnmenting 
proposal that 
j, ccBfflittM' 
ri night* be held and   on 
.     ia5, month  by 
£L committee,  said  that 
;
.: , •■   ■    -* °f 
Cof this, he said, the mat- 
I he   taken 
I       committee 
A STUDENT editorial ,wo 
weeks ago questioned the value of 
reading the dean's list in chapel. 
Last week Dr. Phillips told the 
STUDENT that, while good 
marks have a definite established 
value and should be recognized, he 
felt that something could be done 
to make honors day observances 
more interesting and meaningful. 
The committee is composed of 
Max Bell, William Dill, Raymond 
Driscoll, Jane Kendall, Jane Os- 
borne. Ruth Parr, and 
Pieroway. Driscoll was 
chairman of the group. 
The first meeting of the commit- 
tee will be April 14. when they will 
begin work on a report to be pre- 
sented to the president before the 
college closes in June. 
The committee is open to sug- 
gestions from the student body. 
Lennon Wins 
DTSJ"* Lrmon **• ■•*«* 
!*' nm?« el~tion held this 
morning after chapel 
Lennon and Walter Stover 
were tied for the key sopho- 
m°™ position, a. a result of 
*e all-college election 
week. 
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last 
Frosh Sponsor 
Girl-Ask-Boy 
Party, April 15 
ever     been     ship- 
Jeanne 
elected 
Inference Delegates Vote Moulton, 
iken, Moore High Positions In SCM 
Have     you 
wrecked? 
That's the theme of an all- 
campus party to be given by the 
freshmen on April IS from 8 p.m. 
to 12 p.m. The party is to toe held 
at Chase Hall and is a girl-ask-boy. 
-ome-as-you-are  affair. 
On the night of the dance Chase 
Hall will toe transformed into a 
tropical island upon which the 
shipwrecked mariners are tossed. 
Dancing, refreshments, and enter- 
tainment will fill the evening un- 
til the curfew brings the mariners 
back  to civilization. 
Music will be supplied by the 
Bobcats and the entertainment is 
under the supervision of James 
Moody and Charles  Bucknam. 
non, Card Win 
Me-Reading Prizes 
J Lawrence Cannon and Nor- 
lat Card won first and sec- 
|aj place respectively in the 
1 Bis oi the annual Willis 
■He Reading Contest held in 
lie Little Theater. Monday 
liming at 7 p.m. 
Cannon, a senior read from 
llanhew 27:11-66. while Card 
liut i portion from the Ser- 
in on the Mount. 
for the contest 
I misted of selections seven 
I antes in length and were 
Ijnjtd by Prof. Kimball of 
■ tees. Miss Margaret Jordan, 
■taatics instructor at Edward 
llitle High School. Auburn, 
IK! Mrs. MacAuslan, secretary 
|> the High Street Qongrega- 
|ttil Church, Auburn. 
Others participating in the 
latest were Norma Smith, 
■to Andrews, Jean LeMire, 
l&rolyn Canham. and Abigail 
■Treat. 
I The Willis Award was es- 
I^Eshed by Dr. Ellen A. 
iWfamson, of Los Angeles, 
|W, in memory of her father 
p- w*st Gould Willis. Cobb 
P*wy School, 71, and con- 
|* of two awards for excel- 
"i  readings   from    the I ' 
Three Bates students were elect- 
ed to positions in the Mew England 
Student Christian Movement last 
weekend. Margaret Moulton is now 
co-chairman of the general com- 
mittee. Arthur Darken co-chairman 
of the program "committee, and 
David Moore a member of the gen- 
eral committee. 
< Elections took place at the 
N'ESCM Legislative Assembly at 
Rolling Ridge, North Andover. 
Mass.. last weekend. Six delegates 
from Bates attended the confer- 
ence. 
Some of the resolutions dis- 
cussed and passed by delegates to 
the assembly were those concern- 
ing the polky of the NESCM to- 
ward establishments practicing ra- 
cial or religious discrimination, 
discriminatory admissions practices 
by some colleges and universities, 
and the ecumenical policy of the 
SCM. 
Len Clough '40, former president 
of the Christian Association, has 
been appointed YMCA staff secre- 
tary  of   the   N'ESCM. 
Clough, a religious major at 
Bates, received his BD from Yale. 
He has had an assistantship work- 
ing with students in the First 
Parish Congregational Church in 
Cambridge. Mass.. for the past six 
years. 
Teaching Certificates 
Dr. Bortner has requested 
any student desiring a State 
of Maine teaching certificate 
in June to get applications for 
the certificate from him and 
turn it in before spring vaca- 
tion. 
This is handled by the edu- 
cation department as an aid to 
the state Department of Edu- 
cation in issuing the certifi- 
cates. 
CHEERLEADERS FOR 1950 will be, front row: Lucille Higgins, 
Dana Jones (head), Marilyn Shaylor; second row: James Ander- 
son, Dorothy Wood, Elaine Johnson, and Peter Whitaker. 
These seven were chosen from among 16 women and six men 
applicants last Wednesday. Judges were Maxine Hammer, WAA 
president; Rae Walcott, Stu-G president; Robert Corish of 
Stu-C; and Athletic Director Lloyd Lux. 
New Editors Named 
As Department Heads 
liors ElectMaxBell 
Main Ivy Speaker 
Max Bell will be the main speaker at Ivy Day exercises May 
17 and Ralph Perry will be class marshal. 
Personnel for the traditional junior class observance were elected 
Friday by the class  in  a special meeting.  
Other    speakers    will    be    Kar _    a PA Names Pnce 
Editor Of Mirror 
Seniors Choose 
Eight Speakers 
For Class Day 
The Senior Class voted Arnold 
Alperstein, Raymond Driscoll, 
George Gamble, Glenn Kumekawa, 
Hugh Penney, Charles Radcliffe, 
Diane - Wolgast, and Wendall 
Wray, as the eight Class Day 
speakers. 
A meeting of the Senior Class 
was called by President Walker 
Heap on Friday, March 24, 1950. 
Raymond Driscoll asked the stu- 
dents to vote for the seniors that 
they considered to be the eight best 
speakers in their class. There was 
to be no order of preference and 
no proportion between men and 
women. 
The date of the next meeting 
will be announced at a future date. 
Calendar 
P"*r, April 12 
mlm. Women's 
m. 
April u 
[,""f   Int 
Union, 
Rail,      "UerS';    ' l^thorne,   Libby 
'■*> P.m. 
Debates, 
Chase,   3:30, 
S*,«-*p ufc*r« 
». 1 p.m. 
Jay, April is 
""""an Shi 
'**««* Party, Chase 1
 p.m. 
^ Cabinet retreat. 12 p.m. 
m April 17 
ft*0"* Hall, 8 p.m. ■J Apnl ig 
|-.:;-.. '.' .'Nation   demonstration, 
p.m. 
"P trai 
Moulton Gives Report 
On CA Nature Study 
Margaret Moulton presented the 
first preliminary report of the 
"Moulton Commission", a group 
which is making a study of the na- 
ture of the Christian Association, 
at the CA Cabinet meeting last 
Wednesday evening. 
The report contained primarily a 
description of what the CA is now 
and a summary of the progress 
made so far by the group. Sug- 
gestions by Cabinet members con- 
cerning possible additions to the 
report will be returned to the "Na- 
ture" Study Group to aid them in 
completing their work on the final 
report. 
Edmund Bashista, Jean Johnson, 
Joel Price, and Robert Purinton 
have been named STUDENT de- 
partment heads effective with the 
April 19 issue, next year's editor- 
in-chief, Charles Clark, announced 
today. 
Bashista will be news editor, 
Jean will 'be feature editor, and 
Price and Purinton will be co-sports 
editors. 
Clark also announced that Jean 
MacKinnon will serve as copy edi- 
tor, and Joan McCurdy will round 
out two years as make-up editor. 
She will be assisted by Kathleen 
Kirshbaum. 
The News Editor 
Bashista. a junior, from West- 
field. Mass., is an English major. 
He has compiled three years of ex- 
perience on tne STUDENT, naving 
been an assistant news editor for 
two years. He is a member of the 
Spofford Club and the MacFar- 
lane Club, and has contributed to 
the Garnet. 
The Feature Editor 
Jean   Johnson,   also   a   junior,   is 
an   English  major who hails from 
Augusta. She has served on the 
STUDENT for three years. Last 
year she was an assistant news edi- 
tor and has been copy editor this 
year. Jean has been a member of 
the CA Publicity Commission, and 
belongs to the Future Teachers of 
America. She spent two years 
playing basketball and hockey with 
the WAA  athletes. 
She acted as chief reporter for 
her   high    school   newspaper   and 
worked on   the  yearbook. 
The. Copy Editor 
An English major from Schenec- 
tady, N. Y.. Jean MacKinnon, a 
sophomore, has spent two years on 
the STUDENT, one as an assistant 
news editor. She is a member of 
the MacFarlane Club and Robin- 
son Players. She was an editor of 
her high school newspaper. 
The Sports Department 
In the new two-man high com- 
mand of the sports page, Price and 
Purinton both have a long xecord 
of sports reporting and work on the 
STUDENT. 
(Continued on page four) 
 
Koss toasrmaster; Herbert Berg- 
dahl toast to the faculty; Jane 
Kendall, toast to the seniors; 
Carleton Crook, toast to the coeds: 
and Rae Stillman, toast to the 
en. 
Besides the series of speeches 
and the class's first academic pro- 
cession, to be held for the first 
time this year during a regularly 
scheduled chapel period, the class 
of 51 will plant its sprit* of ivy be- 
side one of the new campus build- 
ings. 
Plaque designers in the class are 
now competing to have a stone 
slab of their creation placed beside 
the plant. 
High School Debates 
State finals in the high school 
division of the Bates Inter- 
scholastic Debating League 
will be held here on campus 
April 14. Preliminary rounds 
have already been held at the 
individual high schools. The 
entire tourney is under the di- 
rection of Prof. Quimby, assist- 
ed by Cynthia Black. 
Joel Price has been named Edi- 
tor of the 1951 Mirror and Wilfred 
Barbeau,  Business Manager. 
The announcement was made by 
the Publishing Association. Price 
was Assistant Editor of the '50 
Mirror and previously he was the 
sports editor. Further editing ex- 
perience consists of work on his 
high school's Alumni News, Sports 
Editor of the school paper and the 
handling of sports in the high 
school year book. He was recently 
named co-sports editor for the 
STUDENT. 
Barbeau was the Business Man- 
ager for the STUDENT this year. 
Radcliffe Returns From British Isles; 
Tells Of Eight-Week Debating Tour 
tt 
fMjtsh 
-aining class,   Lib- 
"^ 4 p.m. 
Ch laPel Schedule 
J*°8r»ni 
1,1
 April 12 
"t rcli 
'gious music ar- | jy .     " "-" n 
''April     ""''"' Berkelman" 
"Nlbe r 
Count, 
c
 Mr. Henry Toy. 
oi
 'he National Cit- 
»Mon     f 0 r     Public 
' April 17 
* 
reci,al   by   Miss   Carol 
S^al Society | ^ts Officers 
i
0lIi
«r« of the  Choral 
*
le
"eo    Monday   are 
k„e,ns' President; Nan- 
•   '""*»•    vice    president; 
,JJ*«    Chandler    and 
*y 3?" "^anert. 
** vacation. 
Student" Sends 
Four To 3-Day 
Brown Confab 
Florence Lindquist, Constance 
Moulton, Charles Clark, and Rob- 
ert Purinton were among delegates 
representing 18 colleges in the 
New England region attending the 
fifth annual Intercollegiate News- 
paper Conference at Brown Uni- 
versity last week. 
The Delegates pawed three reso- 
lutions at a final general meet.ng 
regarding faculty advisors, col.ege 
news bureaus, and relations bet- 
tween coUege »dmin.s«ratK>ns and 
student eoitorial board,. These 
resolutions stated that faculty ad- 
visors to college newspapers should 
2   in   an   advisory   *****  <«* 
with no right of censo»h.pun » 
.nutual      unders.and.ng     of 
problems. ,- 
Xctivi,y   during   the   three   day 
\     1,    was    planned    around 
conference    was    v ^j^ial 
discussion   meetings   for 
business, and sports. V   E. « 
a, their discussion meet.ng. . 
meeting,    Gordon    *"*!*•-   ,he 
Providence  Journa     Jf*^ 
SilgT8"^^    * 
Journalism . 
The University of Massachusetts 
extended an l-tatf,* *»*£ 
gates to hold the s»xth annu*1 in 
fercollegiate Newspaper Conference 
there next year. 
Stu-6 Agrees To Drop 
Campus Chest Program 
The Student Government board 
voted to adopt the recommendation 
to drop the Campus Chest at last 
Wednesday evening's meeting. In 
view of past falures of the Campus 
Chest drives, the board felt this 
was the best policy. 
Diane Wolgast, Chairman of the 
National Student Association Com- 
mittee, suggested that NSA be 
carried on under the guidance of 
the Liaison Committee. 
Proctors were reminded that 
freshman women go on sophomore 
rules  after   Easter  vacation. 
President Rae Walcott requested 
that board members have reports 
prepared for presentation at the 
old   board-new   board   banquet   on 
APCheeHeader policy was discussed, 
without  reaching  anv  -«««^ 
Entertaining outs.de of regular 
vkiting housr w^salsod^scussed^ 
World Unity A Necessity, 
Nash Asserts In Chapel 
Dr. Vernon Nash, vice-president 
of the United World Federalists, 
declared here Monday that the "in- 
sanity" of U. S. foreign policy is 
leading us into another global 
conflict which would surpass in 
horror and destruction any war 
the world has yet known. Dr. 
Nash, a former Rhodes scholar, 
worked for many years in the Far 
East, establishing the first school 
of modern journalism in China. 
Speaks to World 
Government Club 
Dr Nash, visiting Bates campus 
under the auspices of the World 
Government Club, spoke Sunday 
evening at an open meeting of that 
organization in the Women's 
Union. Monday morning he ad- 
dressed the chapel assembly. He 
was introduced by Arthur Darken, 
president of the Bates world gov- 
ernment group. 
Dr. Nash asserted that he felt 
the older generations owed an 
apology to this generation for lead- 
ing us into two world wars and 
preparing us for a third. He 
strongly criticized the present at- 
titude of American statesmen. The 
speaker said he was personally 
convinced that war is the result of 
human  stupidity  and  "cussedness". 
A Lot Of Fools 
"Fools cause more trouble than 
evil men, if for no other reason 
than that there are more of them," 
Dr.  Nash emphatically pointed out. 
Dr. Nash listed four revolution- 
ary changes that make world fed- 
eration imperative today. These 
changes are: (1) transportation and 
communication progress, (2) m- 
creasing interdependence of the 
nations of the earth, (3) the atom 
bomb and its potentialities, along 
with bacteriological warfare, (4) 
the realization among the people 
of the world that an economy of 
abundance is possible and that 
poverty is no longer necessary. 
World  Government  Necessary 
This last idea Dr. Nash asserted 
is fundamental in the minds of all 
people. These four things taken to- 
gether make world government a 
necessity,   Dr.   Nash   declared. 
As a closing statement, the speak- 
er pointed out that we should not 
let surface appearances settle 
things. 
Attorney Frank Coffin 
Talks With Barristers 
Attorney Frank M. Coffin led 
rhe discussion at the first regular 
meeting of The Bates Barristers, 
organization of pre-Law students, 
in the Conference Room in Roger 
Williams Hall last Sunday evening, 
March 26. 
After outlining what he thought 
the aims, purposes and benefits of 
the organization should be, Atty. 
Coffin began his general discussion 
of the legal profession with a brief 
sketch of his experiences from the 
time he graduated from Bates in 
1940, through his three years at 
Harvard Law School, up until the 
present time, giving a brief view of 
his  present  general  practice. 
Atty. Coffin answered questions 
and discussed a number of the out- 
standing Law Schools in the east. 
He emphasized that the various 
Law Schools usually specialize in 
preparing the law student for one 
of the many phases of the profes- 
sion. He concluded that while 
those who attend the lesser-known 
schools usually are better prepared 
for their bar exams and the first 
few years of practice, those who 
graduate from the top Law 
Schools among which he included 
Yale, Harvard, Cornell, Columbia 
and Michigan, usually have better 
long-range preparation for thei. 
profession. 
He also pointed out the differ- 
ence in teaching techniques and 
study habits in Law School, as 
compared with the undergraduate 
level. 
Preceding the discussion, the 
group discussed parts of the Con- 
stitution, which will be presented 
in full by the Steering Committee 
at the next meeting of the group, 
scheduled for Sunday evening, 
April 23. 
Charles Radcliffe returned to 
campus Friday from an eight week 
tour of England, Scotland, and 
Wales. .As members of the first 
American national debating team 
to travel in Great Britain, he and 
Oscar Newton, of- the University 
of Alabama, trained under Prof. 
Quimby for two weeks prior to 
sailing January 28 on the Queen 
Mary. 
Twenty-Three Debates 
The Americans took part in 23 
debates, four in Scotland, two in 
Wales, with the rest in England, 
including two in London Usually 
splitting to opposing sides, the vis 
iters debated on the same team 
only four thnes. 
Both the opponents and the top- 
ics for debate were sometimes un- 
usual. On one occasion they were 
teamed up against two British 
Communists who devoted a great 
deal of attention to the American 
"imperialistic policy". Although 
the topics in Scotland and Wales 
,vere serious, they occasionally de- 
bated such light subjects, as 
whether Columbus went too far. 
One debate on a strong Germany 
was rebroadcast by BBC to Ger- 
many and Italy. 
English Debate Different 
The English debating system dif- 
fers somewhat from the American 
in   that  the  speakers   present   their 
talks as issue leaders in Pirlia- 
ment. The question is then thrown 
open to the audience who often 
tackle it for three or four hours 
before   a   vote   is   taken. 
Radcliffe was in London for the 
recent election, attending an elec- 
tion night party at the English 
Speaking Union, a predominately 
Conservative minded group. The 
party broke up early because the 
Labour Party was ahead by a wide 
margin. The debate next night be- 
fore a Socialist Stronghold turned 
out to be a dull glum affair since 
the Conservative votes weie just 
coming in. He feels certain the 
next election will be won by the 
Conservatives  by  a  small  margin. 
HJPhillips Speaks At Little Theatre; Stumps 
Country By Passing Hat To Finance Tours 
Vs^W*** J ■ enlarire   his   answer,   his  attempted   to  prove  the  contention 
Charge Fee For 
Practice Teaching 
Students taking the practice 
teaching course next year will have 
to pay $25 per three semester 
hours. 
President Phillips told the 
STUDENT that student teachers 
are assigned to critic teachers. 
This year, critic teachers were of- 
fered free tuition in afternoon 
courses in education given here as 
compensation  for critic services. 
However, said the president, 
some dissatisfaction has arisen 
among the critic teachers because 
many other colleges pay for simi- 
lar services. 
The $25 paid by each student 
will go in its entirety to the teach- 
er to whom he is assigned. 
The regular budget includes the 
necessary salary to be paid to Dr. 
Bortner for overseeing the course, 
so- the new fee is a net additional 
cost. 
Radcliffe, Bell, 
Dill, Moore In 
Dartmouth Tilt 
Max Bell, William Dill, Charles 
Radcliffe, and David Moore will 
take part in the New England 
Forensic Conference Tournament 
at Dartmouth, Friday and Satur- 
day. 
Bell and Dill will uphold the 
proposition that all basic non- 
agricultural industries should be 
nationalized, while Radcliffe and 
Moore will oppose  it. 
Except for Radcliffe, the two 
teams are the same that recently 
captured the Maine Intercollegiate 
debating title and the regional de- 
bating tournament at MIT. Rad- 
cliffe replaces Chester Leone who 
will be  unable  to  make  the trip. 
By John Rippey 
A Communist professor told last 
Saturday the story of his dismissal 
from the faculty of the Univers.ty 
of Washington through the efforts 
of a state  Un-American  Act.v.t.es 
ceeded   in   W   £ imposs.ble 
HtSJS-^S wherever  it 
'^^^SforfranS 
Little   Theatre  bJ ore an ^ 
audience   that   filled   t» ^ 
three
-r,rt isX «£* •* h.e Herbert J. I™1* , the 
"
ad
   ^""fteTngtmetber of the 
groUnds of being   ^ ^^ ^ 
Communist l""^ d him on 
ure committee, wntco 
recommendation    from    the    state 
committee,   "admitted"   there   was 
no  question   of   the  objectivity   of 
his classroom  teaching,  he  said. 
Police And Tear Gas Bombs 
The former member of the 
Washington philosophy department 
described the atmosphere of the 
1948 public hearing held by the 
state Un-American Activities gro.-p, 
more familiarly known as the Can- 
well committee because of its cha.r- 
man's name. 
State police lined the walls of the 
hearing room and four more stood 
behind the witness chair, hesaid. 
Tear gas bombs were available m 
case of emergency as the interroga- 
tion of the professors proceeded. 
If a witness tried to explain his 
views or e large is a s er, is 
voice was drowned out by the 
chairman's gavel pounding. The 
chairman, Canwell, used this meth- 
od to prevent the airing of oppos- 
sing evidence, Dr. Phillips inti- 
mated. If witnesses tried to con- 
tinue speaking they were "thrown 
out bodily." 
Dismissed Because Of Membership 
Later, during the triel before the 
faculty tenure committee, the coun- 
sel for the university rested its case 
on the charge that being a member 
of the Communist Party was suffi- 
cient reason for dismissal. It did 
not want to "confuse the issue" by 
evidence against his "technical" 
teaching competence, the speaker 
added. On this basis. Dr. Phillips 
felt that the university had not even 
that he should be dismissed. 
The tenure committee voted 8 to 
3 to recommend to the university 
president that Phillips not be dis- 
missed.Tn making his recommenda- 
tion to the state board of regents, 
the final hiring and firing authority, 
the president advised that the mi- 
nority opinion be followed because 
five of the eight voting against dis- 
missal said they had done so only 
because the statute setting up the 
tenure committee did not specify 
membership in the Communist 
Party as grounds for dismissal, un- 
der the "neglect of duty" provision. 
The regents then ordered Dr. 
Phillips' relationship with the uni- 
versity severed. 
(Continued on page four) 
Off-Campus Delegate 
Has New Stu-C Power 
The Student Council voted last 
Wednesday to give the off-campus 
men's representative the power to 
propose, as well as discuss, mo- 
tions. He will, however, continue 
to  be   a   non-voting  representative. 
A report on the Campus Chest 
was discussed and accepted. The 
council made no recommendations 
as to continuance of the Chest 
next year. 
The administration policy against 
any more men living off campus 
was given reasons for support by 
the council in answer to a request 
that it be changed 
Stringfellow Delegate 
To Catholic Congress 
William Stringfellow '49, will 
attend his first Roman Catholic 
conference   this   week. 
Stringfellow. president of the 
American Students' Association of 
London, and long a prominent 
figure in Christian youth 
affairs in the United States and on 
the international level, has re- 
ceived an invitation to represent 
non-Roman Catholic Christian 
youth of the United States at the 
Jubilee Congress of the Young 
Christian Workers International. 
This organization has membership 
in nearly 35 nations among Roman 
Catholic youth. 
The Congress, which is scheduled 
for the late summer, will mark the 
25th anniversary of the founding 
of the Young Christian Workers 
and falls significantly during the 
Roman Catholic Holy Year. 
It is understood that Stringfel- 
low, who is a communicant of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church, has 
been asked to attend the Congress 
as a fraternal delegate from the 
United Christian Youth Move- 
ment, America's national organiza- 
tion for Protestant youth. 
Stringfellow has served as a 
member of the national committee 
of the U.C.Y.M. and as chairman 
of the United Student Christian 
Council in America. He is now a 
member of the World's Student 
Christian Federation Executive 
Committee. 
<l\ 
TWO THE BATES STUDENT, MARCH 29, 1950 
Editorials 
|   What Have We Said? 
The present editor will have five or six well-used typewriter rib- 
bons to throw in along with the proverbial sponge once this issue 
is off the press. This marks the 66th editorial we have written for 
the STUDENT since Sue McBride told us her official secrets, patted 
us on the back, and quietly collapsed in our arms last March. 
What have we been trying to say in this column during the 
past year? 
Good Place To Go To College 
First of all, we have tried to say that Bates is a good place to go 
to college. We have congratulated individuals and groups from 
time to time on outstanding parts they have played in maintaining 
and adding to the genuine friendliness, the student spirit, the 
extra-curricular distinction, and the high academic standing for 
which we are proud of pur college. 
We have devoted much of our space to giving credit where it is 
due because we believe that it is often more constructive to point 
out what we like than it is to indicate the things we do not like. 
In a few cases our editorials have sought simply to entertain. 
But on the other side of the balance, we have also devoted 
hundreds of inches to explaining and calling for alterations in the 
things we do not like. 
On The Surface: The Specifics 
When we have criticized the college administration, we have 
usually confined our comments to specific situations. 
We pointed out to "paternalism" when we proposed extension of 
the unlimited cut privilege last spring. We blamed the snarl-up 
over basketball practice last Thanksgiving largely on administration 
confusion and wire-crossing. Three weeks ago we asked the Extra- 
curricular Activities Committee to let students decide for them- 
selves how many club meetings they should attend per month. 
The following week we criticized the reading of the dean's list in 
chapel as putting too much emphasis on marks. 
Several times we have suggested that a liberalization of seeming- 
ly inflexible policies might encourage rather than deter campus 
social life. 
Under The Surface: An Attitude 
But behind these and other specific instances there is an "ad- 
ministration attitude." And it is basically this attitude, a type of 
deep-rooted conservatism, which is to blame for the policies we 
object to. 
This conservative attitude is based on the theory that experienced 
people (the administration and some of. the faculty,) are more 
lesponsible and more capable of making wise decisions than rela- 
tively inexperienced people (the students and the rest of the facul- 
ty.) And that therelore the experienced people should make as 
many of the decisions for the inexperienced people as the latter 
will allow without kicking up a tuss. 
We challenge this attitude on the grounds that inexperienced 
people will never gain experience if they are not granted tne re- 
sponsibility of making their own decisions. 
Why Are Students Irresponsible/ 
We agree that students are often irresponsiDie. sometimes UIL> 
complain before they have the facts. Sometimes they expect too 
much and fail to understand why their requests are not granted. 
Sometimes they damage college property without thinking. Often 
they are apathetic 
We agree to all this, though we maintain that the record ot 
Bates students is a darn good one compared to what other colleges 
can boast 
But why do students act irresponsibly? 
We think a large part of the reason is simply that they are not 
trusted to manage their own affairs by themselves. And that they 
resent this sort of "paternalism." 
We believe that college students are old enough to be treated as 
responsible individuals, lest they remain irresponsible. They should 
have advice and guidance, but they should make the decisions 
themselves. If fledgeling mistakes must be made, it is better ma. 
they be made in college than later on. 
Through comments on specific situations we have tried to say 
that we think the administration's "teacher knows best" attitude 
is injuring Bates. We think this type of conservatism causes re- 
sentment toward the college by many students and a growing nuiii- 
(Continued on page four) 
Women's Physical Ed.  Dept. 
HoldsGymDemonstration,Apr.l8 
By Betty  Dagdigian 
All the sore muscles on this 
campus aren't from wrestling, 
though you'll never find a fellow 
willing to admit  it. 
The Physical Education Depart 
ment for Women is putting on a 
demonstration of the activities of 
the women's gym classes (on 
April 18 at 7:45 p.m.) in order to 
show that their program requires 
some skill and often can result in 
well-exercised muscles. 
Library Exhibit 
In connection with the demon- 
stration, the department -has ar- 
ranged an exhibit of playing equip- 
ment in the library showcases. 
Some of the pieces are readily rec- 
ognizeable, but some items are now 
obsolete and will require a bit of 
head-scratching before being iden- 
tified. 
Over 60 Year* 
The first exhibit put on by the 
department was in 1890, in the City 
Hall. Since then they have been 
put on at intervals of two to four 
years, though this is the first dem- 
onstration since the war. Prior to 
this lapse, the demonstration alter- 
nated with the recital of the Mod- 
ern Dance Club. 
The object of the demonstration 
is to sjjow everyone interested the 
activities of the department. This 
includes students, faculty, towns- 
people,   and   high-schoolers. 
Tickets At Bookstore • 
Tickets, which are free, are avail- 
able at the . bookstore starting to- 
day. They may also be secured 
through the men's and women's 
physical  education  departments. 
Since it would be impossible to 
represent all the twelve or more 
sports in which the women take 
part, the department has, with the 
co-operation of the Modern Dance 
Club and the Women's Athletic 
Association, planned to present 
only six of the more common. 
Correctives 
Probably the most talked of and 
muscle-stretching activity, except 
of course, modern dance, is cor 
rectives. This has been a stylized 
and regimented form of exercise in 
the past, and has been employed 
for the conditioning effect it of- 
fers. It is, however, becoming more 
free with the addition of music 
and  dance   techniques. 
Correctives will be demonstrated 
by a group of sopomhore and ju- 
nior girls led by Doris Hardy and 
Phyllis Hayward. Jane Bower will 
accompany the group on the piano. 
Carry-over ■ Activities 
Part of the carry-over worth of 
the gym programs is shown in the 
activities such as square dancing 
and back yard games. The dancing, 
directed by Norma Smith, will in- 
clude a number of different types 
of popular country dance. 
Deputations Offer Active 
Part In Community Work 
Swan Song 
Just a few more lines and we'll be off to trade in our Royal 
Portable for a  big, soft easy chair. 
The few more lines are to thank the best staff the STUDENT 
has had in a long time. To thank them for the time, energy, co- 
operation, and real abilities they have put into their work. 
We also want to thank Tom Nichols and his gang at the 
Auburn Free Press. They've seen the STUDENT through hell and 
high blood pressure for 15 years now. And they've always done a 
good job.   We still expect to see Tom appointed editor some day. 
Barbara Varney is another indispensable cog in the machinery. 
She is forever doing her best to help us out — with a smile. 
All of us who are leaving the staff with this issue — Lindy, 
Willie, Bob Foster, Bob Wade, Pete Petrell, and Dave Turkeltaub 
— wish the new editorial board all sort of luck. Especially with the 
CA  and   the  window  drapes. 
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By Prof. Robert Seward 
Seven hundred rural churches 
have been closed in Maine in the 
past few years! 
"So what?" 
This is what: no church, then no 
wholesome social center, so young 
ind old just try to "kill time". Net 
result: they kill themselves. With 
no intelligent consideration of what 
makes individuals and communities 
really live, both go to pieces from 
sheer naive ignorance. 
Furthermore: with no encourage- 
ment to open themselves to a vital- 
zing sense of God's helping hand 
extended to all who try to make 
life good, even people who do have 
some idea of a decent way to live 
are overcome with hopelessness. 
Destructive Nature Of Society 
Pagan peoples may lack many 
things, but their destructive im- 
pulses are generally held in check 
by a firm pattern of tradition. We 
have exactly the same harmful 
urges as any savage (let's not kid 
ourselves about being "nice" just 
because we are Americans!, and any 
lewspaper or up-to-date sociology 
>ook will show that our healthy 
leople are not self-sacrificing 
-•nough to have children in sufficient 
lumbers, while our unhealthy pecr- 
>le cram the hospitals, asylums, 
ails and divorce.courts. The stream 
)f existence, so highly prized by 
ill who do not suffer intensely or 
'eel complete boredom, is denied 
.0 a younger generation by aging 
wasters 'who feverishly grasp at 
:heir own futile pleasures. 
To put it figuratively: tradition 
was like a system of irrigation 
ditches that assumed a free flow of 
life-giving fluid to a whole area; 
while now, individualism and the 
prevalent scorn of tradition makes 
it necessary for each person or 
small group to depend on a private 
well. 
Develop Best In People 
In plain terms: each person now 
must become conscious of all as- 
pects of human nature, and must 
develop the best of them. This de- 
velopment, he comes to realize, in- 
volves a growth in his concern for 
other people, and a willingness to 
be committed to tasks that insure 
the common good. 
Many who start out as "human- 
ists", that is, aware1 only of social 
needs, discover religion; in an hour 
of need, when courage seems ab- 
surd or love a childish dream, they 
feel an upsurge of faith to carry 
them forward. This renewal of life 
is felt to be from God, a conscious 
Power throughout the universe, 
ever responsive to those who work 
with a sense of love. 
Make  Society More  Significant 
The challenge presented by our 
present world, whether you are a 
humanist really concerned for your 
fellowmen, or a convinced Chris- 
tian, is this: are you going to have 
your share in making our society a 
source of life, life continuing and 
blessed by those who are in it, or 
will you stand aside and let our ex- 
istence flicker out like a flame that 
lacks   fuel? 
If you choose to be a builder, 
then you must study human nature 
and the ways of letting it find its 
fullest growth. But even more im- 
portant than being able to see this 
picture, is the experience ot taking 
••art in the process that vou study, 
ior thought alone will not make 
you the complex person that you 
wish to he, nor create the society 
that you want to see. 
All the C.A. commissions offer 
>ome opportunity for such "human 
engineering", but "Deputations" 
presents the problems in a most di- 
rect way, and consequently provides 
1 valuable "laboratory" for trying 
out your abilities, and for getting a 
irst hand experience of community 
building and of religious develop- 
ment. 
The backyard games, which are 
being demonstrated by a group of 
freshmen, are included in the gym 
program with an eye to learning 
how to teach games to young chil- 
dren and judging the type game fit 
for different age and social groups. 
Margaret Fox and Patricia 
Scheucrman are leading this part 
of the demonstration. 
Modern Dance  Lab  Group 
The modern dance demonstration 
will include some work by what is 
known as the lab group of the 
Modern Dance Club. Some mem- 
bers of the club have started to 
teach a group of young faculty 
children the basic patterns and 
rhythms of modern dance. Jane 
Kendall, assisted by Beverly Eaton 
and Miriam Olson will direct the 
youngsters. 
Dancing will also be done to the 
reading of poetry, showing the in- 
terpretive nature of the activity. 
The dancing seeks to convey not 
the meaning of any exact words, 
but rather to emphasize the mean- 
ing and feeling 6f the selection as 
a  composite  whole. 
Badminton, under the direction of 
Barbara Chick, will be dmonsrat- 
ed by both singles' and doubles' 
games. 
The final feature of the evening 
will be a basketball game played 
by two teams formed of some of the 
best players in the school. They 
will demonstrate both zone and 
man-to-man defense, and will play 
under the current rules which are 
much freer than those of the past. 
Barbara Chick and Elaine Annas 
will officiate. Both girls are cer- 
tified referees, and are often called 
upon to officiate at local girls' bas- 
ketball games. 
Politics Preferred 
Arms Can't Aid Peace; 
Need Is For Discussions 
By Seymour Coopersmith 
On Sept. 23, 1949, a momentous 
announcement was made by Presi- 
dent Truman: "We have evidence 
that within recent weeks an atomic 
explosion occurred in the U.S.S.R." 
On Sept. 25, radio Moscow an- 
nounced that the Soviet Union had 
possesed the secret of the atom 
bomb early in 1947. Now we have 
a hydrogen bomb, more powerful 
and more destructive than any oth- 
er modern weapon. We have de- 
cided to build this bomb in the "ut- 
most secrecy", as was built the 
atom bomb. 
Arms Don't Mean Peace 
There is no future in an arma- 
ment race. We have no security in 
arms; no assurance of our superior- 
ity in   super-bomb  production.   Al- \ dents   on   or 
Sampsonville 
Scene 
By Bill Norris 
Newest member of our commun- 
ity is Kathleen Ellen Inman who 
was born on St. Patrick's Day. 
Wee Kathleen weighed seven 
pounds and one ounce. While wait- 
ing for Maggie and daughter to 
come home, we could hear Stan 
singing "I'll take you home again 
Kathleen." The stork will take a 
vacation next month; he visits 
Bardwell House in May — we 
mean the front of Bardwell; the 
Bachelors   live   in   the  rear. 
Xo detailed sick list this week 
Sandy Buker continued on her ill- 
luck spree. She fell and cut the 
back of her head on the kitchen 
floor. All the others that were re- 
ported sick are now well. 
Bardwell Bachelors 
Link "Bubba" Barlow joined the 
ranks of Bardwell Bachelors. Fred 
Slocum, another Bachelor, was sent 
home last week to recover from an 
attack of mononucleosus. Other- 
wise all is quiet in their corner of 
Sampsonville. 
Wives Club News: Tonight's 
meeting will be held at the Norris 
apartment, No. 26 Garcelon House. 
Approximate time, 7:30 p.m. The 
first meeting to be held after 
Easter vacation will be held at 
Ruth Carsley's home, No. 6 Gar- 
celon House. 
Deserted   Husbands   Club   News: 
We will meet at the bus stop to- 
night at  7:30 p.m. 
Ball  And  Chain  Revived 
While on the subject of clubs, 
there will be an attempt to breathe 
new life in the Ball and Chain 
Club. Plans are being made to_ see 
if some function can be whipped 
up after we come back from va- 
cation. Last year we all had a 
wonderful time at a Splash Party-) 
over in the Auburn "Y". More on 
this later when more definite plans 
are made. The Ball and Chain 
Club consists of all married stu- 
off  campus,  plus all 
sons '53, Barbara Wallace '53 
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May We Serve You 
As We Have Your Folks 
And Your Folks' Folks 
with BETTER FOOD 
Since 1875 
Boston Tea Store 
249 Main St. Lewiiton 
though it is undesirable to lay down I peop]e    ijvjnK    ;„    Sampsonville - 
arms  and  humble  ourselves  before   so   if  any  0f  you   have   any   ideas 
(Continued on page four) (Continued on page four) 
Poise On Pen 
"The time has come," the walrus 
said,   "to   speak   of   many   things" 
- - - all year long people have been 
telling your author all sorts of 
little gems, strictly not for publica- 
tion and we promised our- 
selves that come spring we'd settle 
everybody's hash - - - but being be- 
nign souls and since we still have 
to live on campus for a few more 
months, we've decided to make dis- 
cretion our sword of valor - - - 
All of which amounts to  
the  swan  song  of  the   author 
 yes, my children after 
two years of playing your hum- 
ble servant (and to some a dire 
enemy) - - - I'm about to leave 
you at the crossroads - - - they 
say that people should grow old 
gracefully, so all of the staid 
seniors are bidding fond adieu 
to campus offices - - - and rest- 
ing up for the long trip up the 
chapel steps for that hunk of 
sheep  
Enough of this there was an 
editorial in the STUDENT about 
the CA which took a couch from 
the STUDENT office and didn't 
leave any drapes - - - someone has 
a solution -  -  -   (1)   paper drapes 
are $.87 a pair at Woolworth's  
(2) a nickel a year from each mem- 
ber of the staff would keep the room 
royally decorated - - - (3) Charlie 
surely has strength enough to walk 
over to the CA office for the couch 
- - - slightly used  
The Easter Bunny came to 
visit Jack Batal early this year 
 seems that he missed - - - 
and landed the egg on his face 
- - - good for the complexion 
they say - - - speaking of eggs 
- -. - Dr. John was having a 
terrible time with the sand- 
wiches at Pops - - - Zeus kept 
switching the cheeze "and 
olive - - - 
Traffic in a local girls' dorm has 
been extremely heavy of late - - - 
workmen all over the place arrive 
with the birds - - - if they're going 
to   continue   to   stand   around   and 
watch the early morning flurry  
girls are going to start wearing dis- 
guises  -  -  - 
Speaking   of   men   in   dorms 
- - - we know of one little boy 
who has carefully watched the 
morals  of- the  boys  under  his 
wing and yet who certainly 
gets around himself touche 
- - - people should practice 
what they preach - - - or else 
they get in the column - - - 
We  all  want  to  say   Hi!  to   Mr. 
Bertocci  -  -  -  it   was  swell   seeing 
him around again - - - 
Orchids and other pretty 
flowers go to Avon Cheel, Mr. 
Norton, Miss Rowe, and all the 
others who did so much to 
make Pops such a huge success 
- - - it was wonderful - - - and 
the Bobcats were the best dance 
orchestra we've heard this 
year - - - 
Spring has truly come - - - peo- 
ple are flirting with pneumonia by 
wearing suit jackets - - - and Mr. 
Seward is again pumping his trusty 
chariot - - - 
Yesterday afternoon, shortly 
after two - - - one very sur- 
prised Bates man received three 
automobiles - - - C.O.D. - - • 
Now that plans are finally settled 
- - - we can offer our best wishes 
to one of our number who will 
come back a Mrs. after the vaca- 
tion - - - all the success in the 
world to her and the groom - - - 
Best wishes to Dootie Bur- 
gess who became pinned last 
Saturday 
And in a lighter vein - - - like- 
wise to Dave Green and Jane 
Emery - - - who started off their 
first date with a bang - - - down 
at the Hunt Room (thanks to Bob 
and Genie) - - - 
We see that the black men- 
ace has come out of his cocoon 
- - - and become a social but- 
terfly -  .  .  took three  Springs 
and the fourth did it - - - 
Editor's note - - - this column  is 
usually   a   surprise   to   the   readers 
- - - this week to the writer, too 
Letters To The Editor 
Chorusllnvites Resp0tl{ 
Dear  Magnificent   Underling: 
1 am drunk with power after 
reading the letter from the Chorus 
of   Antigone. 
In this splendid role which has 
been assigned to me I hereby direct 
my underlings, the Bates trustees, 
to instruct their underling, Presi- 
dent Phillips, to inform his under- 
ling Professor Quimby that all 
smiles are to be wiped off all faces 
and that magnificent underling 
Chorus is to prepare and deliver in 
chapel a half-hour speech explain- 
ing why he entered Bates College 
and why he  remains there. 
If all he can say is that his par- 
ents   smilingly   sent   him   and   that 
the   admini. trat 
.'.ii aiij 
smilingly keeping ^ 
he be unsniili,lg]    ,'J ^'4 
hell  out.  shod „r ,0 I 
are,  are  not acted     'J" 
ested  persons mav       "• «i 
am no Campus CreofJ* 
wilh
  
n<e ber,      ' 
ability nor,eUu* 
all right 
have the 
the patience torZ",*™* 
"' con way,   I am   too ' »Usy ■'fel 
''■"nil money to help mv , 
underling become a R-  ^ 
This  money,   incidentJ 
consider as well sptn, l 
come by. 
J 
Answers Dr-apes Editori^ 
To the Editor of the STUDENT: 
Some people have to "misplace 
their concrete" and divorce the is- 
sue at hand from the long range 
point of view. Charlie's predicament 
few   Christians   happv, 
couch? Surely, Charlie'JJ 
■»mber of couches hfre 
(did   I 
and his over-wrought, over-tired, 
over-hanging, over-bearing, over- 
dozing, and over-sleeping look these 
days is a minor, but over-empha- 
sized, problem quickly solved. We 
can't let this picayune detail destroy 
what is the "greatest good for the 
greatest number". Can't Charlie 
acrifice that beauty sleep to make a 
of   campus.   Be.,jd„  1 
we  have another sugges(ioi 
Mnce   u   is  the p.. , 
Hindostan.ee,    Mol^ 1 
Holy Roller) thing ^ 
the STUDF.NT offic!    '*eJ 
We went out 
tural 
* S0ln( ( 
ln
 
s
«rch of 
rationalism" and „, 
revivalism" i„ , 6npts^{ 
*«   found 
binat ion.    Fi irst 
Harne   in   gold.  That J„w J 
Charlie   would  be  -^f* 
marquisette   wa5 s 
Charhed   shp   through lht 
How   about   burlap.  'x0. , 
"he's    no    small   potato'"- 
wool, cotton, and silk - ',» 
ucts   of  the   Industrial Rw 
and ch.ld labor - were sng| 
we hit on canvas. Eureka | 
it!  We canvassed the camp^l 
came up with canvas. We »J 
over   to   a   dressmaker 
out with this combinatio 
sling,   and   drape affair. Mi 
wonders.   It   does  every:™,, 
last a lifetime. It'll hold up' 
and hold up the wall, ior thai 
ter.    Didn't    you   think  CA 
Charlie's  Aunt, crushed apple 
and   Christian   Association) 
This is proof positive! We 
CA Executive 
Hyqiene Class Tackles Sex Problei 
Discusses Strategy For "Extrication 
By   Carleton   Crook  and 
Willie Barbeau 
"Because women will not lower 
their standards, and men will not 
raise theirs, we will always have a 
double standard." was the decision 
reached by the experimental hy- 
giene class presided over by Miss 
Walmsley  last  February 28th. 
However, a statement was made 
that, "individual preference governs 
a great deal of conduct." This pan- 
el discussion method is conducted 
in parliamentary fashion, with a 
chairwoman, secretary and ob- 
server. At each class . a mimeo- 
grapher outline of the previous ses- 
sion  is given  to  the  students. 
Double Standard 
For example, the February 21st 
outline was headed as follows: 
"What should be our standards in 
dating before marriage?" After 
discussing the movie, "Mom and 
Dad," and the reading of the min- 
utes, the question was raised, "Is 
there more acceptance in society 
for lower standards of sex conduct 
for men  than for women?" 
In response to this question the 
following ideas were expressed: 
(a) "Certain social customes, like 
the white wedding gown, empha- 
size the virtue of virginity in wo- 
men, (b) Boys can be scandalized 
if   they   don't   skip   town,   etc.   (c) 
- - - you've been swell to work with, 
Pete - - - We appreciate all your 
headaches - - - 
Bye, it's been real - - - 
Carolann   Patrell 
Moral     standards    have 
drummed  into both girls and I 
by   church,   school,  etc. (d) 
harder  for  a  man to control I 
helf,   etc."  Reasons were givei 
was suggested that "both I 
groom   should   have knowledi 
sexual     matter-     but   they 
need experience 
Two Paths To Marriage 
"How   we  can  get more ou^ 
college    relationships   without 
much  necking"  was the next t| 
discussed   at   this  meeting. It 1 
pointed  out  that (aI "You six 
try to get to know the boy inslj 
of trying to impress him. (I) 
should  be  friendly with more t 
one   boy.    (c)    You   should | 
friends    with   other   people's 
friends." 
The  two  paths  to follow 
proaching    marriage   were: 
by  being attracted physically 
hope you will be intellectually 
patible    after    marriage."   °r 
good friends first and get to 1 
and   understand   each   other, 
physical      attraction     W" 
later." (The latter was stated) 
ing   "obviously   the   better ' 
The   combining   of   the   two 
frowned upon. 
Another    topic    discussed 
"What should be the relatitmsl 
tween boys and girls of our al 
The    class    discussed   necta«| 
embracing which should 1 (1) (2) 'WfJ 
before I 
at  a  definite point, 
what  normally  comes 
course, so a great amount 
(Continued on pag« fouI 
THEATRES 
EMPIRE 
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 
March 29, 30, 31, April  1 
"JOLSON SINGS AGAIN" 
- with  - 
Larry Parks 
Barbara Hale 
Week of April 2nd 
"DEAR   WIFE" 
- with - 
Joan Caulfield 
William Holden 
STRAND 
Wednesday, Thursday, Mar. 29, 30 
"Belle of Old  Mexico," 
Robert Rockwell, Dorthy Patrick 
"Fighting  Man  of the  Plain," 
Randolph Scott, Victor Jory 
Friday, Saturday, Mar. 31, Apr. 1 
"A Dangerous Profession," 
George Raft, Pat O'Brien 
"Storm Over Wyoming," 
Tim Holt, Richard Martin 
Sun., Mon., Tues., Apr. 2, 3, 4 
Project X," 
Rita Colton, Keith Andes 
"Red Danube," 
Walter  Pidgeon,  Pater  Lawford 
AUBURN 
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 
March 30,  31,  April   1 
"WOMAN   IN   HIDING" 
- starring - 
Ida Lupino and  Howard  Duff 
„.,.
FJ"iday an<J Saturday Onlv 
FIVE BIG ACTS VAUDEVILLE 
Sun.-Mon.-Tuea.-Wed. 
April 2, 3, 4, 5 
THE LADY TAKES A SAILOR 
- starring - 
Jane Wyman and Dennis Morg an 
The New 
Hunt 
, „-.-.     Room 
Elm Hotel - Auburn 
COMPLETE DINNERS served dally Including S""^ 
Meal* 75c, 95c and up Excellent Food - Courteous S** 
Fountain Specials .. . 
IN COOL . . . AIR CONDITIONED 
PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS 
NICHOLS TEA ROOM 
162 Lisbon Street LewUton, Maine 
Tel. 2-6422 
ERNIE'S MARKET 
Closest  Spot to  Campos 
Phone 2-0926 to Place Orders 
Weekly: 7 A. If. to 10:30 P. If. 
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M. 
TANTALIZING 
Chinese 
DINNERS 
NANKING 
RESTAURANT 
CHINESE * AMERICAN 
DINNERS 
from 45c up 
R. W. CLARK # 
DRUGS CB0& 
BIOLOGICAL* 
4   Registered 
MAIN ST. at BAT*« ' 
Tel. 3-0031 
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Pitching Strength Still Unknown 
''a»ery   position  are   widest 
open   of  all.   Dave   Harkins   is   ,op 
contender   for   the   "catcher-*    spot 
but   the     pitching    position    is    at 
present    unpredictable.    There 
about   nine   potential    pitchers 
the   squad,   but   Coach    Hatch 
not   let   them   do  any   hard throw- 
ing this early in the season. When 
they've had  a chance  to  get their 
arms in shape, they will be able to 
show    what   they    can    do   on   the 
mound. 
The overall picture shows a good 
fast team with plenty, of hitting, 
running, and probably fielding abil- 
ity. The squad will have fairly good 
depth in substitutes. The biggest 
mark so far is the untried pitching 
staff. If the hurlers show up well, 
the Kittens should make as good a 
showing on the diamond as they 
have in football, basketball, and 
track. 
'***"** fiction 
By Bob Wade 
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ement   of   co-edi- tor.  Bo„  Pur   ton and        ,   pr.ce 
will  henceforth  direct   the  destinies 
UWTT and both are eminently well 
Quahfied for the post. Most of yOU 
have become acquanited with Joel 
through the euphoniously labeled 
column, Price Tags. If furthcr m. 
troduction should be necessarv you 
■nay glance at this week's Sport- 
hght where his likeness 
ploits  are  portrayed. 
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In third place is Chick Leahy 
representing Sampsonville with 116 
points. He was a constant threat in 
both semesters and together with 
Mike Stephanian carried the of- 
fensive  load  for  the  married  men. 
A breakdown of the ten top 
scorers finds that four clubs placed 
two men each in the select group. 
They were Off-Campus, Sampson- 
ville. South and Middle. John Ber- 
tram and Bardwell took the other 
two positions. The top ten scorers 
are as follows: 
Name, Team Point! 
Bob Wade, Off-Campus 137 
Shirley  Hamel,  Off-Campus 134 
Chick Leahey, Sampsonville 116 
Fred Phillips.  South 112 
Mike Stephanian, Sampsonville, 109 
Hal Cornforth.,John  Bertram 105 
Bob  LaPointe,  Bardwell 105 
Dick  Hartman.  Middle 102 
Tony  Rotundo.  Middle 99 
Quinten Hall, South 98 
Tnt Intramural Management 
congratulates these men along with 
the new champs from South, and 
also wishes to extend thanks to all 
who have aided in making the In- 
tramural basketball season as suc- 
cessful as it was, both from the 
participation and spectator point 
of view. 
Freshman Baseball Schedule 
Coach:  Robert  W.  Hatch 
Manager,   Richard I. Gove '53 and John A. Sturgis '53 
April 19-Lewiston   High      Away 
April .'5-Hebron  Academy     Away 
April 27 Little  High    Away 
May   2-Cony High (Night Game)   Away 
May   6—Maine  Maritime   Academy      Away 
May   B-Cobnrn Classical  Home 
May 13-Higgins Classical   Home 
May 17-Por-!and Junior College    Home 
May I9-Gould   Academy      *"** 
has been one of . the 
mainstays of the department 
through his ability to write any 
article assigned to him and do 
so without complaint. He has 
also served with the Bates 
News Bureau handling the 
publicity for Bates athletics. 
The combination of Price and 
Purinton (or Purinton and 
Price, this problem has not 
been worked out yet but I 
hope it is resolved without 
hard feelings) should prove to 
be one of the happiest occur- 
ances in the history of the 
Bates STUDENT.   , 
While on the subject, credit 
should be given to the rest of the 
Sports Staff which has been di- 
rectly responsible for any success 
enjoyed by this page. Resisting 
the temptation to thank them by 
name, individually, let us say that 
they have all done a fine job and 
it is hoped that the new editors 
receive the same wholehearted co- 
operation. 
So much for the fond fare- 
wells. We would now gladly 
turn to news of a sporting na- 
ture if there was anything of 
that sort to report but the 
athletic situation at Bates is 
quiet right now to say the 
least. The baseball team is 
working out and hope has been 
expressed that this season will 
see'one of the strongest clubs 
to represent Bates in recent 
years. There seems to be 
strength at most positions and 
the mound staff has unusual 
depth  in experienced  pitchers. 
The spring track situation also 
provides grounds for a little more 
hope. It is expected that the addi- 
tion of Hal Cornforth and Frank 
Dudley to the squad may result in 
several more points in a couple of 
events. 
The tennis squad has been 
cut and we can expect little 
more news from that direction 
until the boys can get outside 
and use the courts. Maine 
weather being what it is, it is 
unfortunate that Bates does 
not   possess   some   of   the   so- 
By Charlie Clark and 
Bob  Purinton 
The  Verisimilitudinous  One 
When the now-famous Rinky- 
Dmks took over the Alumni Gym 
a lew weeks back and tacked an 
■gnomious defeat on the Intramural 
All-Stars in the best Globetrotter 
fashion, the whole affair was mas- 
ter-minded by an outstanding speci- 
men of humanity who this column 
has  neglected  too long. 
It was Joel Price, basketball 
manager, gridiron sportcaster, cru- 
sader for the right, and sportswriter 
.extraordinay. 
Joel has made his influence felt 
on pactically every varsity and 
freshman team produced at Bates 
during the past three years as well 
as in the columns of the STU- 
DENT. As Ed Petro's "assistant 
coach" during the past basketball 
campaign, he compiled piles of sta- 
tistics, made up a pre-season bro- 
chure on the team's personnel and 
prospects which was distributed far 
and wide, acted as official scorer, 
and in general was Petro's right- 
hand man and manager in the all- 
inclusive sense of the word. 
The ol' Spy Smasher got his start 
back in his home town of Great 
Neck, New York, where he scored 
games, was sports editor oi the 
Great Neck High School Guide 
Post, wrote sports for the school 
yearbook, was editoi of The Alum- 
ni News, and contributed a weekly 
sports column to a local poop-sheet. 
Joel Prise 
announcing freshman football 
games The crescendo reached its 
apex one day last fall when he got 
Tilton confused with Huntington. 
His numerous sports epics, to be 
found in nearly any copy of this 
rag you care to pick up, in the cur- 
rent Mirror, and in the Alumni 
Bulletin, are nearly approached in 
sheer brilliance by the sterling 
brand of hall-playing he occasion- 
ally turns in for the Smith Middle 
hoopsters. Many's the time he has 
ripped the cords for another two- 
pointer from way out. Each spring 
he hurls the spheroid down the 
groove  for  the  superb   Smith   Mid- 
Varsity Diamondmen Prepare For 
'50 Opener With Colby, April 15 
Freshman Tennis 
Team Works Out 
By   Bruce   Chandler 
Snow may still be on the ground, 
but tennis is in the air. More than a 
dozen men responded to Coach 
Bnschmann's call for a freshman ten- 
nis team earlier this month. For a 
while, the fellows didn't look much 
like a tennis team, as they spent their 
practice hours playing volleyball and 
doing   exercises,   but   now   they   have 
begun to play individual sets on the 
gym floor court and are looking bet- 
ter and better every day. Just as soon 
as the snow leaves and the clay courts 
dry out. the boys will move outdoors 
and Coach Buschmann can really 
start to whip the team into shape. 
Right now there are about four- 
teen men out for the squad. They in- 
clude Al Goddard, Charlie Bucknam, 
Al Hakes, Bill Bowyer, Ray Mutter, 
Hank Stredt, John Berry, "Red" Hil- 
dreth, Bob Rubenstein, Paul Ander- 
son, Len Chase, and Dick Webber. 
As soon after the vacation as possi- 
ble, the task of cutting the squad will 
begin. Until the team moves to the 
outdor courts and really starts play- 
ing, it is practically impossible to pick 
out the players who will gain regular 
berths when the season opens. How- 
For his past three years at Bates die soitball aggregation. Come hell 
he has been enlivening the STU-,or another Bill Simpson, Joel will 
DENT'S   sports   pages   as   well   as'be in there pitching. 
Varsity Baseball Schedule 
Coach:  Raymond W.  Pond 
Manager: Alan  I. Dunham  '51 
April  15—Colby   (Exhibition)       Away 
April  19—Bowdoin   (Exhibition)     Home 
April 25—Tufts     Home 
April 27—U. of  New  Hampshire  Away 
April 28—Rhode   Island   State      Away 
April 29—New  England  College     Away 
May     2—Colby   *    Home 
May     6—Bowdoin        Home 
May     8—Colby    Away 
May   11—Maine     Home 
May   17—Maine      Away 
May   19—Northeastern  University      Home 
May   22—Bowdoin      Away 
called all weather courts. 
The golf team also must wait for 
balmier days before anything defi- 
nite can be reported. Some of the 
prospects are working out individ- 
ually and it is hoped that they will 
be able to improve upon the rec- 
ord  of  last  season. 
So much for the local sport- 
ing scene. Once again, thanks 
to the staff and the other de- 
partments of the paper, and 
the very best of luck to the 
new staff. 
EAT AT 
/RANGED AKIS' 
MODERN 
RESTAURANT 
WHEN SPRING COMES ALONG 
AND THE SAP STARTS RUNNING 
WALK UP TO 
.      COOPER'S 
FOR AN EVENING HAMBURGER 
NEAR SABATTUS ST. 
CAMPUS AVE. 
^/•INCORPORATED      «T« 
CLEANSERS   &   FURRIERS 
COLLEGE SERVICE 
Agent 
DOROTHY FRYER 
Hacker House 
CALL & DELIVERY SERVICE 
Phone 4-7326 
By Joel Price 
"Ducky" Pond's call for candidates 
for baseball was answered by 28 
eager aspirants on March 21. Last 
year's dreary season has been put 
into the background and it seems as 
though the 1950 State Series race 
should be one of the most competi- 
tive in recent years. 
McAuliffe Heads  Mound Array 
This year's pitching staff looms es- 
pecially strong. Heading the hur'ing 
corps is portsider Andy McAuliffe, a 
brilliant moundsman for the year- 
lings last spring. McAuliffe has a va- 
ried assortment of deliveries, good 
control and a deceptive pick-off mo- 
tion. Another southpaw, George 
Brinkerhoff, seems in line for the 
number two role. "Brink" fared well 
for "Ducky's" Auburn Asas the past 
ever, the fellows themselves seem to 
think that Goddard, Bucknam, and 
Mutter will be among the eight that 
are left after the final cutting. 
As yet, there has not been a definite 
schedule released by the athletic of- 
fice, but the team is looking forward 
to several matches with college 
frosh, high school, and prep schoo'. 
teams. The first match will probably 
take place sometime in the latter part 
of April. Because of the lack of out- 
door practice, no prediction can be 
made about the coming season, but 
both the team and the coach are striv- 
ing  for a winning record. 
Golfers Hope For Winning Season; 
Team Faces Toughest Schedule Ever 
By Dave Green 
With arrangements for a coach 
and also for a home course now in 
the formulative stage, the golf 
team is prepared to face its long- 
est and most difficult schedule in 
history. Included among this year's 
matches is one with Boston Col- 
lege, one of the strongest college 
golf  teams  in  the  country. 
Returning from last spring's 
squad are veterans. Dave Green, 
Steve Gilbert, Dana Jones, and 
Herb Bergdahl who will be bol- 
stered  by  newcomers  Jean   Harris, 
Dick Scott. Jack Greim and Bob 
Putnam to mention only a few. 
Green, the team's most consistent 
point-winner for the past two sea- 
sons, is expected to shoot middle- 
seventy golf this year as is Harris 
whose game will probably be the 
finest in the school with practice 
and instruction. At present writ- 
ing, it would seem as if low-eighty 
golf will be necessary to make the 
starting six. 
Aside   from   Boston   College,   the 
team  will  face  Tufts,  M.I.T.,  Col- 
(Continued on page four) 
summer and his hitting ability com- 
bined with his pitching talent should 
make him a valuable operative. 
Righthanders Dbve Leach and Ted 
Coshnear, both lettermen, have look- 
ed impressive in practice and should 
see much action this year. Other no- 
table additions to the hurling crew 
are Larry LaLonde and Larry 
Quimby. 
First  Base  Undecided 
Veteran Bud Porter appears in line 
for the backstopping chores with Jean 
Harris as an understudy. A long ball 
hitter. Bud's base hits this year 
should find the bases more populated 
than last. First base is perhaps 
"Ducky's" biggest problem. At pres- 
ent he is toying with the idea of plac- 
ing Andy McAuliffe or George Brink- 
erhoff at the keystone sack when they 
are not taking their regular pitching 
turns. Other possibilities here are 
Hod Record and Bob Carpenter. 
At second Fred Douglas, a lusty 
swatter, is set. Steady Shirley Hamel, 
an especially adroit fielder, will again 
assume the shortstopping duties while 
Johnny Wettlaufer, a standout hitter 
and fielder, will guard the "hot cor- 
ner". Veterans Ralph Perry and Hod 
Record, the latter a .39*1 clubber in 
State Series play last season, will 
both cavort in the outer garden. Dick 
Berry, Norm Hammer, and Fred 
Jones are all likely candidates for the 
remaining berth. 
Outlook Appears Bright 
The Cats this season face a 13 
game schedule, chief among which is 
a glorified "southern" jaunt which in- 
cludes tilts with New Hampshire, 
Rhode Island State, and New Eng- 
land College. The Garnet's opener is 
an exhibition affair with Colby, the 
defending titlists, on April 15, the 
'first Saturday following vacation. 
The pastimers have a balance that 
they have sorely lacked in the past. 
The mound crew appears very potent 
and defensively the Cats look to be 
very sound. Offensively, whereas last 
year there were oniy a very few men 
"Ducky" could depend on for a need- 
ed base hit, this year every man in 
the lineup represents a potential base 
hit. Yes sir, 1950 should see a high 
caliber of baseball displayed on the 
Maine collegiate diamonds! 
YE  OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE 
LPFLOWERS 
By Wire 
DUBE'S 
FLOWER   SHOP 
195   Lisbon   St 
Norris-Hayden Laundry 
MODERN  DRY   CLEANERS 
Efficient  Work and 
Reasonable Rates 
Cash or Charge Basis 
Telephone 4-5241 
^amstone-Osgood Co. 
Jewelers and Silversmiths 
WATCH  REPAIRING 
Lewiston, Maine 50 Lisbon Street 
Hugh   Penny 
Agents 
George   Disnard 
DRAPER'S 
BAKERY 
PASTRY OF ALL KINDS 
Opp. Post Office 
54 ASH STREET 
Tel.  2-6645 
Now is the time to 
Start Thinking About 
Spring Suits 
Prices Range from 
$45.00 up 
Courtesy      Quality 
You've Tried the Rest, 
Now    Try    the    Best! 
SAM'S 
Original Italian Sandwich 
268 Main St. 
Opp. St. Joseph's Church 
The Colonial Lunch 
(Just over on Main St.) 
WELCOMES EVERYONE AT BATES COLLEGE 
TIBBYS 
SPORTS CENTER 
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME 
AND SPORT 
274 Main St. «-"«•» 
Phone 3-0431 
Romeo E. Thibodeau 
Alfred J- Thibodeau 
Edrick J- Thibodeau 
f!5ANr*S 
205
 "*. Street 
fCR 
For That . . • 
EVENING  SNACK 
Ray's   I.G.A. 
Thrse minute, from Campus 
95 ELM ST. 
.   7:00 A. M. to 5^0 P- M. 
phone 2-5612 
LAST    3   DAYS 
— SEARS — 
Value Demonstration 
Ends Saturday Night 
SAVE ON ALL YOUR SPRING 
NEEDS NOW! 
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston 
"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE" 
LEWISTON   TRUST   CO. 
LEWISTON - MAINE 
We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students 
The Rebel Crill is one of the favor- 
ite on-the-campus haunts of students 
at the University of Mississippi. 
That's because the Rebel Grill is a 
friendly place, always full of the 
busy atmosphere of college life. 
There is always plenty of ice-cold 
Coca-Cola, too. For here, as in col- 
lege gathering spots everywh« 
Coke belongs. 
Ask j or it either way .   . both 
trade-marks mean the same thing. 
SOTTIB) UNPBt AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COIA COMPANY SY 
1 roCA-COLA Bottling Plants, Inc., Lewiston 
C 1M0, Th» Coco-Cola Com pony 
Our Food Is Still The Best Advertisement We Have 
Come In And Try Some 
PLAZA GRILL 
AT THE SIGN   OF 
THE LOBSTER 
for 
FINE FOOD 
177 Main St Lewiston 
A Complete Printing and Bookbinding Service, 
Ready To Serve You 
The COCA-C LA 
DIAL 2-7961 
THE AUBURN FREE PRESS 
99  MAIN STREET AUBURN,  MAINE 
j 
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So. Americans Chew 
Poison Coca Leaves 
The inhabitants of certain parts 
of South America are endangering 
their health voluntarily. 
Christian Macgregor, speaking 
at the Biology Journals Club on 
Mar. 17, pointed out that a large 
number of .the population of South 
America chew coca leaves, the 
source of cocaine. 
No Coca, No Work 
"Although the people have been 
advised against using the leaf, 
they constantly demand it even to 
the extent of refusing to work 
without their of coca. Recent re- 
search has found that the leaf sup- 
presses  hunger and  fatigue. 
Chris pointed out that chewing 
this leaf is also common among 
children. 
The puffin, a bird about the size 
of a large pigeon, was the subject 
of the next talk by Joan McCurdy. 
The various color characteristics 
and facts about the bird's anato- 
my were presented. 
Joan stated that the bird will dig 
tunnels   sometimes   to   a   depth   of 
four feet, for its quarters. 
New Drug Discussed 
Judith -Litchfield, the third 
speaker of the afternoon, present- 
ed a talk on the new drug auromy- 
can. The effects and ability of the 
drug to combat disease were dis- 
cussed. 
It was pointed out that the tests 
made have shown that auromycin 
is outstanding as a disease fighter. 
At a meeting held March 10, 
talks were presented dealing with 
snails in America and the genetic 
basis of evolution. 
Snail Invasion 
Eugene Harley pointed out that 
for the past 100 years, America has 
been invaded by 45 species of 
snails. The effects of these "invad- 
ers" varies considerably. Some may 
be harmless, some cause damage 
to agricultural products, and others 
have bad effects on other animals. 
An example of the latter is the 
"oyster drill" which causes dam- 
age to the oyster beds in the 
ocean to the extent of a million 
dollar loss each year. 
Harley pointed out that one type 
of  snail'was  a  potential  danger  to 
•man.   This   snal   carries   and   could 
transmit the  lung flu. 
Evolution  The  Next  Topic 
Richard Goldman, the other 
speaker of the afternoon, presented 
a report on an article dealing with 
the  genetic  basis  of  evolution. 
The resistance of certain organ- 
isms to changes in their nnviron- 
ment, the part mutations play in 
the evolution process, races, and 
isolation of species were the chief 
points of discussion. 
Goldman said the resistance of 
certain organisrhs to a change in 
environment has caused much 
trouble in the application of DDT 
to rid certain areas of insects. The 
insects develop certain resistant 
strains that actually thrive on the 
DDT. This resistance can also be 
seen in the use of streptomycin, 
and other antibiotic drugs, to kill 
certain bacteria in the body. The 
bacteria build up resistance strains 
that live in the environment es- 
tablished by the drug. 
Sampsonville Scene 
(Continued from page two) 
we'd be j»la.<I to hear them. There 
is a rumor that the first function 
will be an athletic banquet so that 
"Hoopster" Larry Lalonde can 
get his letter for intramural bas- 
ketball. 
Baseball Recruits 
How about that collection of 
"oldsters" from Sampsonville who 
are out for baseball. We won't have 
enough eligible players to com- 
pete in intramural Softball if this 
keeps up. 
All the kids, toddling age and 
up, gathered at the Jones' apart- 
ment for a double birthday party. 
Kathy Jones and Dawn Leone both 
celebrating birthdays — Kathy was 
three; Dawn was four. There were 
a few minor scrambles as mothers 
tried to pry birthday presents from 
their offsprings who decided at the 
last minute they wanted to keep 
them, but Ginger says it was a 
well-behaved group. The cake was 
good, too, I can say with authority 
as I just happened by at the proper 
time. 
Lots of us going to New York 
— see you there — in places Cul- 
tural Heritage toured and other- 
wise. 
Golf Team 
(Continued from page three) 
by, and Bowdoin away from home 
and Tufts, Colby, and Maine on 
the local links. In. addition the divot 
diggers should be a top contender 
for the State crown. For the first 
time in years the team has person- 
nel adequate to give any one of the 
above teams a close match, and par- 
ticularly so this year, when the 
team is anxious to make a good 
showing in order to gain official 
recognition  for  the  sport  at  Bates. 
Hygiene Class 
(Continued from page two) 
power must be used. This is frus- 
trating." Later they concluded, (3) 
"Petting can be a detriment to 
marriage." and that (4) "the sex 
drive in men in stronger, so we 
have a  double  standard." 
Kinsey Report Not Scientific 
"The Kinsey Report, which in- 
dicates that such a large number 
of men have pre-marital relations, 
is probably not too reliable, since 
it covered only one type of people 
and those people might easily not 
have told the truth about such : 
subject, not wanting to confess 
their inexperience." With this gen- 
eralization the meeting was ad- 
journed. 
Practical Problems Discussed 
Another class discussed reasons 
for the lack of dating on campus: 
"(a)  No place for coed recreation. 
(b) Freshman  boys  stick  together. 
(c) The new commons should help 
to   improve   relations,   along   witl. 
the   Hobby   Shoppe,  roller  skating 
coed  volleyball,  clubs,  etc." 
Miss   Walmsley   suggested,   how- 
ever,   that   "the   problem   lies   ac- 
tually   within   the   individual   hiai 
self,  and his attitude:" 
New Editors 
(Continued from page one) 
Price has been writing sports for 
three years as well as acting as 
sports editor of the Mirror. He was 
manager of the basketball team and 
compiled a brochure of the team 
for the athletic department. He is 
an economics major. 
In his home town of Great Neck, 
N. Y., he was sports editor of his 
high school newspaper and wrote a 
sports column for a local news- 
paper. 
Purinton has .worked on the 
STUDENT'S sports page two 
years and has -been connected with 
the sports department of the news 
bureau for three years. Former ex- 
perience includes work on his high 
school paper in his former home 
town of Hanover, N. H., and sports 
writing for Portland and Bangor 
newspapers. Purinton is a history 
major. 
The Make-Up Editor 
Joan, a junior, is a biology major 
from Wellesley Hills, Mass. She 
has spent three years on the STU- 
DENT and already has one year 
under her belt as make-up editor. 
She is a member of the Jordan- 
Ramsdell Society, the Orphic So- 
ciety, the Rafbinson Players, the 
Biology Journals Clu-b, and has 
served on the CA Publicity and 
Social   Commissions. 
She is the creator of numerous 
campus posters, publicity, and dance 
decorations. She has also done il- 
lustrating for the Garnet. 
Previously, she was publiicty edi- 
tor and reporter for her high school 
newspaper and art editor of the 
yearbook. 
Free Enterprise Revival 
In Germany Hit By Covell 
Politics Preferred 
PECK'S 
SWEET 
TREATS 
for 
JUNIORS! 
$8.98 
Wonderful cottons . . . 
wonderful styles! Dresses 
to answer a co-ed's dream 
of summer . . . all, of 
course, sanforized, vat- 
dyed and tubbable! In- 
cluded are chambrays. 
Bates picolays, picots, 
butcher linens, rayon 
cords. Sizes 9 to 17. 
See the JOAN MILLER 
cuties as featured in 
March "Seventeen". Coy, 
ruffled trims, shirred cap 
sleeves — in broadcloth. 
Another model in cotton 
and rayon cord. Other 
cotton dresses priced 
$6.98 and $7.98. 
BUDGET DRESS SHOP . . . 
PECK'S STREET FLOOR! 
Escapes Outlined 
The case study method was u-ii 
in another class on dealing with 
"undesirable situations and solu- 
tions for extrication" in girl.-.' ro- 
mantic life in one novel assignment 
Clues were sought to use as future 
warnings. 
Typical were: "Situation: Being 
driven home on date; escort drives 
into lonely road; much farther 
than kissing is usually the objec- 
tive. Extrication: Tell him in a 
nice way that you are not interest- 
ed in that sort of thing; start talk- 
ing fast; smoke; last resort, get 
out and walk. Future warnings: 
Recognize the signs, type of mo- 
vie, amorous talk or hints. Say you 
have to meet deadline at home, act 
worried,   say   parents   waiting   up; 
(Continued from page two) 
the imperialistic tendencies of the 
other side, neither can we ever at- 
tain our goals by maintaining peace 
through power. It is paradoxical to 
think that we can extend our right 
hand for peace, while we hastily 
prepare weapons with our left. If 
freedom and peace is our goal, the 
armament race is not the answer. 
Then, what is the answer? 
We were allies, Russia and the 
I'.S.A., until the recent war ended, 
and then came the inevitable split, 
tad the cold war began. The world 
divided into two camps of ideol- 
ogy. We came together; humble, 
and tired. The U.N. assembly be- 
cajne an assembly of squabbling 
children, when resolutions were 
blocked by the "veto-happy" Soviet 
policy; but nevertheless an assem- 
bly, and a step in the right direc- 
tion. 
Suggest* Solution 
By keeping alive every possibility 
for solving international differences, 
and by continuing the political 
struggle known as the "cold war", 
the-worst'of our present difficulties 
can eventually be overcome with- 
out recourse to another war. In or- 
der to accomplish this, both Com- 
munism and Democracy must re- 
solve themselves in the battle 
against the destruction of man and 
all the good which he has brought 
about. We have reached the point 
in the progression of civilization 
where we have a choice of starting 
the whole thing all over again, or 
leaping the hurdle and establishing 
a world in which freedom and good 
will   to  men   will  really  exist. 
A faculty-student round table on 
post-war Germany was featured in 
the chapel program on Friday, ex- 
hibiting varying viewpoints on the 
subject. 
Faculty members Mr. Freedfhan 
and Mr. Covell represented the 
economic, historic and government- 
al viewpoints, stressing the theoret- 
ical effects of the occupation and 
Allied aid on the structure ot post- 
war Germany. Dieter Von der 
Luehe represented the German 
people, and Max Bell took the 
viewpoint of the average, ignorant 
American students. 
Effect of Reparations 
The effects of reparations on 
German industry were discussed 
from these viewpoints, and it was 
brought out by Mr. Covell that the 
attempts to institute the American 
free enterprise system in Germany 
have caused widespread unemploy- 
ment and, in part, the development 
of right wing nationalistic organi- 
zations. 
Dieter commented that the worst 
effect of reparations has been that 
the German people do not have 
"the means to exist" which any 
people must have. This situation is 
further   accented   by   the   influx   of 
foreign  goods,  with  which German 
industry cannot compete. 
Mr. Freedman compared the 
German situation with that of 
Britain, stating that they differ 
only in degree; Dieter's reply in- 
dicated that socialization of the 
Ruhr received opposition even 
from England because of the fear 
that Germany might again grow in 
power as an industrial nation. The 
question of Marshall PJan aid was 
posed by Bell, inviting opinions by 
the experts as to the virtues and 
faults of this method of helping 
Germany recover. The general 
opinion seemed to be that this aid 
was absolutely necessary to prevent 
complete collapse of the German 
economy, though Dieter remarked 
that Marshall aid brought con- 
sumption goods rather than produc- 
tion goods to  the country. 
The discussion closed with re- 
marks as to the economic as well 
as political implications of the di- 
version of Germany and the im- 
portance of Germany in European 
economy; Bell voiced .the opinion 
that on such superficial examina- 
tion of the problems no real con- 
clusions could be reached as to 
their solutions. 
Editorial: What Have We Said? 
(Continued from page two) 
ber of alumni.   We think this "paternalism" is retarding the pro- 
gress of our college, spiritually and materially. 
Changes Are Evolutionary 
Changes come in an evolutionary manner.   The unlimited cut 
requirements were reduced last spring, .and  further reduction  is 
under consideration.   There will be a coed snack bar in the new 
Memorial Commons, and coed dining has come to be accepted as 
an occasional event (though men and women were not allowed 
to sit at the same tables the night they ate "together" at the Com- 
mons a few weeks ago).   Only recently the faculty did vote that 
the Extra-Curricular Activities Committee should "do its utmost 
to eliminate rules which cause more resentment than good." There 
is now a student committee at .work revamping "honors day." 
These changes are for the good. We have been glad to see them. 
But it seems that the real question is whether the underlying atti- 
tude, the conservatism we have discussed, is being altered accord- 
ingly. 
All we can say at this point is that we hope it is — because we 
want Bates to be a leader among colleges. 
No "Paternalism" Toward The STUDENT 
These are the things we have tried to say in the past year. We 
hope we have gone about it in a responsible way, for the 
STUDENT is the outstanding example of an organization which 
is entirely free from any sort of administration "paternalism." 
Every decision about the content of these columns has been made 
by students. There has never been any attempt by faculty or ad- 
ministration to censor or control what we have printed. 
We sincerely thank the people who have taken  an  interest in 
what  we have had  to  say.   Some  have encouraged  us.   Others 
have disagreed with us.   We thank them all. 
We have enjoyed our work on the STUDENT. 
H. J. Phillips 
(Continued from page one) 
Does Not Believe In 
Violent Overthrow 
During testimony on the case. 
Dr. Phillips declared that he did 
not believe in violent overthrow of 
the United States government, and 
that the Communist Party did not 
exert control over his mind; denied 
that the Party was an agent of a 
foreign power, and asserted he had 
not been required to abandon a 
moral code. He told the audience 
in the theatre that he wanted to 
give "a blanket no to these ideas 
which I believe are implanted in 
most   American's   minds". 
Dr. Phillips said he would work 
for an American victory if war 
broke out between t h e United 
States and Russia, since he be- 
lieves that this country would 
never start a war. Thus, he con- 
tinued, aggression by Russia would 
destroy his whole belief and phil- 
osophy, proving it false. 
Hits Two  Party Cooperation 
In answer to a question from 
the audience, the professor stated 
that the "only real threat to the 
present two party system" in the 
United States was the close cooper- 
ation which he said was now be- 
ing maintained between the two 
major  parties. . 
The speaker said he would de- 
fend any teacher definitely "not 
known" to be an "anti-democratic 
or anti-social". He warned that 
investigating committees could 
"create havoc on any campus" if 
they have money to carry cm an 
intensive investigation such as the 
University of Washington was 
subjected   to. 
Dr. Phillips has had 30 years of 
teaching experience, the last 19 at 
Washington. Since his dismissal 
1400 American colleges and uni- 
versities have shunned his requests 
for employment. 
Passes Hat To Stump Country 
A    member    of    the    Communist 
Mexican Art Workshop Offers^J 
For Travel, Sightseeing, fin $h 
Quota Systems Prevail 
DespiteStudentOpinion 
Although college students are 
overwhelmingly opposed to the 
quota system, it is still being used 
by many colleges to bar entrees on 
the basis of race and religion, 
charges Arnold Forster, Civil 
Rights * Director of the Anti- 
Defamation League, in'the issue of 
Look magazine  released yestreday. 
Administrators of liberal arts 
colleges questioned were remark- 
ibly unanimous in condemning the 
juota system, yet study of the ap- 
plication forms of 518 colleges dis- 
closed that over 92 percent con- 
tained at least one question which 
could  lead  to. discrimination. 
In October 1949, two letters 
were sent to each accredited liber- 
•d arts college in New York, New 
Jersey. Pennsylvania and Connect- 
icut, one signed by an obvious 
"Jewish" name and one by a "non- 
Jewish". Of the total 106, forty-one 
responded differently to the "non- 
Jewish" letter. J 
In a survey just completed, only 
one out of ten seniors expressed 
preference for colleges which dis- 
criminate. An encouraging number 
of students did not want to set any 
limits short of actual intermarriage, 
to their association with minorities. 
Almost 80 per cent of the non- 
Jewish seniors said it would make 
no difference to them if a member 
of a minority group worked beside 
them and almost 70 per cent would 
be willing to entertain any of them 
in  their  homes. 
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Mexican  Tour 
Takes Five Weeks 
The Mexican project coy, 
weeks of travel, sighting J 
study The popuiar and £ 
Mexican Art Workshop, C0J 
in   Taxco   under   the  person! 
invite   him   in   for    cup    of    cocoa, 
showing  your  intention." 
Formula For Success 
"Situation: night beach party in 
remote spot, singing, beer, petting; 
attractive younger girl unwilling 
to follow suit; date tries to get 
her to lie down. Extrication: sat 
quietly; paid no attention; started 
talking; srnoked; asked about home, 
family, school; he responded to 
lead . . . now   engaged." 
One Stop 
COMPLETE  "BACHELOR  SERVICE' 
. . . to . . . 
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN 
Take Your 
CLEANING and  LAUNDERING 
To Our Main St. Store 
Convenient To The Campus 
PALAJ^OOA 
STECKINO HOTEL 
104 MIDDLE STREET 
Specializing in 
ITALIAN - AMERICAN 
FOOD 
STEAKS - CHOPS 
PIZZA PIES 
TeL 4-4151 
What's the Odds: 
we can do that laundry, 
giving same day service; 
shirts 3 day service? 
1 - 8 lbs. at 60c 
8-plus lbs. at $1.00 
JACK & JILL LAUNDERETTE 
(Corner Sabattus and College) 
TELEPHONE   4-79 12 
the campus is apparently, how- 
Party for 14 years. Dr. Phillips as- j ever, not the result of a college 
serted that he is receiving no fi- education concludes 
nancia! aid from the Party for his 
stumping tour of the country. The 
only way he is able to finance the 
project is by passing the hat after 
his speeches, the professor said. 
The necessity of catching a train 
made it impossible to pass the hat 
at  Bates, however. 
The Communist's appearance at 
the college was under the auspices 
of the  Bates  Christian  Association. 
tide, since the incidense ol preju- 
dice among seniors is largely the 
same   as   that   for   freshmen. 
The Look article by Arnold For- 
ster is taken from his forthcom- 
ing book "A Measure of Free- 
dom" which will b'e published on 
April   10   by   Doubleday. 
pervision  of Carlo,  Merida 
inent    Mexican    artist,   wi|j 
provide  instruction in painlilJ 
the   Spanish   language. The 
work is carried on directly jJ 
native silver, tin and textile u 
for whose products Taxco is j 
mous   center.   Priced at 
tour      includes     instruction 
trips,    and   all   first   class 
costs within  Mexico for the t 
July 10 to August 14. Traosp] 
tion  to  Mexico is not include! 
For      folders     and    apphs 
write  to   Irma  S. Jonas. Ex« 
Director,     Art-Travel   Worlds' 
238   Fast  23  Street, \"ew Yorid 
N. Y. 
Tennis Schedule 
April 27—Tufts  Away 
April 27—M.I.T    Away 
Aptil 29—Boston  College    ...  Away 
May     5—Colby  (Ex.)     Away 
May     6—Bowdoin      Away 
May   12—Tufts      Home 
May   15—Colby   Home 
May   17—Maine      Home 
May 22-23—State Matches 
at  Brunswick 
Tel. 2-7351 
79 Lisbon St. Lewiston 
For INSTANT 
Taxi Service 
Call 
4-4066 
Radio Cabs 
Bus Servid 
WARDS 
JVA 
Dial 4-7371 
Going 
Home 
Soon? 
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At WISCONSIN and Colleges and Universities 
throughout the country CHESTERFIELD 
is the largest-selling cigarette/ 
DENNIS MORGAN 
Famous Wisconsin Alumnus, says: 
"Chesterfield satisfies because it's 
MILDER. It's my cigarette." 
CO-STARRING  IN 
"PERRCT STRANGERS" 
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION 
WCOM Ml, 
uN.vits.rr of W.SCON5.N 
"**««5, 
■ Si: 
Show your colors ... and be sure they're 
MXD CSNTURT TONES      . 
by    IL<Troiiri\0lvf 
Smartest color-cue in any fashion parade— 
the prophstic new "Mid-Century" Tones by 
Northmont. To flatter you—and your costume— 
"■>             daytime or dreutime sheers. 
51 gauge, 15 denier - $1.50 pr.          51 gauge, 30 denier - $1.35 pr. 
Join Our Hosiery Club 
 HAVE FUN ON YOUR VACATION  
ti^i 
*By Recent 
National Survey 
HESTERFIELD 
SWTS 
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